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Abstract--In this paper, the well-known Boolean -cube networks are extended to the generalized Boolean 
n-cube networks which are based on a mixed radix number system. Although a classic theorem--the 
matrix tree theorem--can compute he number of spanning trees of any graph, however, we derive asimple 
formula for this general structure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to derive a simple formula for the number of spanning trees of the 
generalized Boolean n-cube network. We shall follow the terminology and notation of the book by 
Harary [1] and undefined terms can be found there. 
The number of spanning trees of a graph G, denoted by t(G),  is the total number of distinct 
spanning subgraphs that are trees. A classic result of Kirchhoff [2] known as the matrix tree 
theorem states that all cofactors of the Kirchhoff matrix of a graph G are equal, and their common 
value is t (G). The Kirchhoff matrix M of N-point graph is the N x N matrix [me], where m u equals 
the degree of point i; m~: = - 1 if points i and j  are adjacent, otherwise m U = 0. Clearly the matrix 
tree theorem solves the problem of finding the number of spanning trees of any graph. However, in 
certain special cases [1, 3-9] it is possible to give an explicit, simple formula for the number of 
spanning trees. 
In this paper we shall consider a special class of graph, called the generalized Boolean n-cube 
networks, and show that its number of spanning trees can be represented by a simple formula. In 
a Boolean n-cube network of N nodes, the degree of any node is equal to log2 N. We present he 
generalized Boolean n-cube networks for the reason that the Boolean n-cube networks have too 
large a degree of nodes. The larger degree of nodes a network has, the more I/O ports and edges are 
needed, and the more cost is required. The properties of the generalized Boolean n-cube networks, 
such as point connectivity, edge connectivity, diameter, average message distance, point transitive, 
Hamiltonian, super-A etc., are discussed in Ref. [10]. 
Let P be the set of N = r.  2 n- 1 processors. Then, each processor i between 0 to N - 1 can be 
expressed as the type in_ ~ in_ 2. . .  it i0, where 0 ~< i0 ~< r - 1 and ik = 0 or 1 for 1 ~< k ~< n - 1. Two 
processors i = i n_ i in _ 2... il i0 and j = Jn- ~J, - 2...J~ J0 are connected if and only if there exists exactly 
one k such that ik - j ,  = 1 (rood r) and i, =j ,  for all s # k. In other words, for each processor i~P ,  
if we define 
i<+ °) = i,_ 1... i, i~', 
i~ ) = i,_ , . . .  i, io, 
i (') = i , - ] . . . i ,+1~,+1i , - , . . . i o ,  
where i~" = (i 0 + 1 mod r), io = (/0 - I mod r), and ~, is the complement of/ ,  for I ~< ~, ~< n - 1; then 
the neighbors of processor i are {i~), -,"(°) i(,)[ 1 ~< = ~< n - 1}. This type of interconnection will be 
called the generalized Boolean n-cube networks, denoted by GB(r, n), throughout this paper. An 
alternative way of defining GB(r, n) by graph product is that it is the graph Ka x GB(r, n - 1) for 
n > 1, and GB(r, 1) = C,, where/(2 is a complete graph of two vertices and C, is a cycle of length r. 
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Fig. 1. The generalized Boolean -cube network GB(6, 3). 
The representation shown in Fig. 1 is the case for r = 6 and n = 3. When r = 4 the graph is the 
well-known Boolean (n + 1)-cube network and has applications in switching theory, computer 
design, coding theory and interconnection networks for array processors [11-15]. 
2. THE NUMBER OF SPANNING TREES OF THE GENERALIZED 
BOOLEAN n-CUBE NETWORK 
In this section, we will form the Kirchhoff matrix M(r, n) for the generalized Boolean n-cube 
network GB(r, n) first and find some properties of M(r, n). Then, a simple formula for the number 
of spanning trees of GB(r, n) can be established. To state the result, we introduce some definitions 
as follows: 
Definition I




1, if ] j - i l= l (modr )and  [ ! J  = L ! J ,  
1, if l j - i l=r - l (modr )and  L~J = [~ J ,  
"- '  ~ log2 l j -  el J if I J - - i l=r '2 ' - t '~ l Jk - - i k l ,  where s= 
k=l r 
otherwise, 
where ik and Jk are the kth digit of i and j, respectively, and 
smaller than or equal to x. 
+1,  
L x j denotes the largest integer 
Definition 2 
The Kirchhoff matrix M(r, n)= [m~j] of GB(r, n) is the r. 2 n- l x r. 2 n- l matrix in which 
"n + 1, 
- -1 ,  




if i =j, 
if I j - i l= l (modr )and  L! J  = L ! J '  
if I j - i l=r - l (modr )and  [ ! J  = L ! J '  
if I j - - i l=r '2S- l '~l jk- - ikh where s= logs +1,  
k~l 
otherwise. 
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To  derive the number of spanning trees of the GB(r ,  n) ,  we introduce some lemmas that establish 
the properties of the Kirchhoff matrix M(r, n). 
Lemma 1 
The Kirchhoff matrix M of GB(r, n) can be decomposed into 
-- I I 
--It Ml ' 
where M~ is equal to D I -A  l ,  D 1 is an r.  2"-2 x r.  2"-5 diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements 
are all equal to n + 1, A, is the adjacent matrix of GB(r, n - 1) with order o f r  .2 "-2 x r .2 "-5, and 
I~ is an identity matrix with order of r-2"-5 x r.  2"-5. 
Proof. Let the r.  2"- ~ points of the GB(r, n) be labeled as 0, 1 . . . . .  r.  2"- ~ - 1. They can be 
divided into two disjoint sets: V~-- {0, 1 . . . . .  r .2  " -5 -  l} and I:2-- {r'2"-5, r '2" -5+ 1 . . . . .  
r .2  " -~-  1}. Define a function ~o from V~ to V5 and ~0(x) = x +r .2  "-2, for all x~V~. Obviously 
~o is one-to-one and onto. 
Let i= i , _ ,  . . . io~V, and ~p( i )= j= j , _ ,  . . . j o~V 5. ( i , _ l . . . i  o and J , - l . . . J o  as defined in the 
Introduction.) Then, from the above definition we have j -  i = r. 2 "-2. Thus, 
ik=jk, for all 0~<k ~<n -2 ;  
i~=jk=O, fo rk=n-1 .  
The neighbours of each point i~Vl and jEV5 are {i~),..~o),_,i<,)ll~<0t~<n_l} and
{j~), jr_o), i f )  i 1 ~< 0t ~< n - 1 }, respectively. We have the following relations: 
j~)_  i<o+)=jto)_ i(o_) =j(~)_ its)= r .2 "-2, for 1 ~< 0c ~< n -- 2 
and 
jt  n- 1)  - -  it ,-  l) = _ r . 2"- 5. 
For example, the (i + r .  2"-5)th row of the Kirchhoff matrix M can be obtained by shifting the 
ith row r.  2 --5 positions cyclically to the right. Since the matrix M can be partitioned as follows: 
where P, Q, R, S are matrices all of order r.  2"-5 x r.  2"-5. Described as above, [R S] can be 
obtained by shifting [P Q] r.  2"-5 positions cyclically to the right. Hence it must be that P = S and 
R = Q, so 
For each i e V, = {0, 1, . . . ,  r .  2 n -2 -  1}, its neighbors are {i~ ), ~_,..to) i~,) [1~<~ ~< n - 1}. We have 
i~), :Co) it,) E ,_, V~, for 1 ~<~ ~<n-2 ;  (1) 
i (, -I) = ~p (i)~ V2. (2) 
Equation (2) shows that Q is a diagonal matrix of order r" 2"- 2 x r .  2 n- 5 with diagonal elements 
all equal to -1 .  Hence Q = - I~. From equation (1), it is easily shown that P = D~-  A~, where 
D~ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are all equal to n + 1, and A~ is the adjacent matrix 
of GB(r, n - 1). Therefore, the lemma is obtained. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2 
Let M be a r.  2"- I x r .  2"- z Kirchhoff matrix of GB(r, n), then M can be decomposed as the 
following relation: 
M i f f i [M i : :  - I t+ , ]  fo r i f f i0 ,1  . . . . .  n -2 ,  
Ml+l ' 
where M0 is equal to M, Mr is the ith decomposition of M of order r.  2"- ~- ~ × r .  2"- ~- ~, M~+~ is 
the (i + l)th decomposition of M of order r .  2"- ~- 2 × r" 2"- j- 5, I~+~ is the identity matrix of order 
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r .2 "-~-2, and M._ ~ = D._ ~ - A._ i is the (n - 1)th decomposition of  M of  order r x r; where A._ j 
is the adjacency matrix of  GB(r, 1). 
Proof  The proof follows directly from Lemma 1. 
Example 1 
The Kirchhoff matrix M of  GB(4, 3) is 
M= 
and 
M 1 - -  
4 -1  0 --1 - I  O 0 0 
- I  4 -1  0 0 -1  0 0 
0 -1  4 - !  0 0 -1  0 
-1  0 -1  4 0 0 0 --1 
--1 0 0 0 4 -1  0 -1  
0 -1  0 0 -1  4 --1 0 
0 0 -1  0 0 -1  4 - !  
0 0 0 -1  --1 0 -1  4 
-1  0 0 0 0 0 0 O 
0 -1  0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1  0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1  0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1  0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1  
-1  0 0 O 0 0 0 0 
0 -1  0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1  0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1  O 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1  0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - I  
4 --1 0 --1 - I  0 0 0 
--1 4 -1  0 0 -1  0 0 
0 --1 4 -1  0 0 - !  O 
-1  0 -1  4 0 0 0 -1  
'--1' ' ' 0 '  ' '0' ' ' 0 '  ' '4' "--'i " " '0' '--1" 
0 -1  0 0 -1  4 --1 0 
0 0 --I 0 0 --1 4 -1  
0 0 0 -1  -1  0 --1 4 
4 -1  0 -1  -1  0 0 0" 
- I  4 -1  0 0 -1  O 0 
0 -1  4 -1  0 0 -1  0 
- !  0 -1  4 0 0 0 -1  . , - - , - - , - - - , - - - , - , - - - , - . ,  
0 -1  0 0 -1  4 -1  0 
0 0 -1  0 0 -1  4 -1  
0 0 0 -1  --1 0 - I  4 
~= 
4 1 0 
-1  4 -1  0 
0 -1  4 - 
-1  0 -1  
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3 [7] 
Let the 2m × 2m matrix A be decomposed as follows: 
A,, A,,], 
A21 A22 J  
where A 0 are m xm matrix, for all i , j= l ,2 .  If IA221~O and A21A22=A22A21, then 
[A  [ ---- [AL IA22 - A I2A21 ]. 
Lemma 4 
Let M be the r. 2"- 1 x r. 2"- I Kirchhoff matrix of  GB(r, n) and Mr be the ith decomposit ion 
of  M of  order r-2 "-~-~ x r .2  "-~-~, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1, then the determinant of  M is 
k f: 't 
h IM2_l - (2i - 1 )2"1k_11  ~-Y-+~, if k is even, 
I - I  
[k- I} -5- [ (20  2. /k-  t IM._, I \  2 /. I-I M2-~-  + , if k is odd, 
IMI = 
where k = 2, 3, 4 . . . . .  n. 
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Proof. We prove by induction on k. 
If k = 2, then from Lemma 2 we have 
I["-, -"]I ' Iml  = = IM~-  11[ = I - [  [M~-(2 i  - -  1)2.111C,) 1 MI  t -  I " 
If k = 3, again from Lemma 2 we have 
IMI=IM]-I'I= - I s  M2 I -11 =-2M2 Ml l 
IM,:'IM~- 2~.~21 = IM~I (213 h IM~-(202"~,I. 
i ffi l 
Now, we assume that the formula is true for a positive integer k. There are two cases. 
(i) k is even. By induction hypothesis, we have 
Jg l  = h Ig~_ l - (2 i  - 1)2.Ik_11 + 
i= l  
i(,-, ) =,=, --Ik Mk A -- 
- -~l  M~- (4/~- 4°Ik ,., -2Mk '(vt --2Mk [ + 
M~ - (4i 2 - 4i)'Ik I 
k ("1 h k-2 = [M~-(8i2-8i+4).M~+(4i2-4i)2.1kl - -2-+ 
i - I  
' (:-;'÷,/ ' (:-;'÷,/ 
= h tM~-(2/);'~kt \~ j' h tM~-4(~- 1)~'~kt~ -r  /. 
i - I  i - !  
Replacing i by i + 1 in the second product, we obtain 
IM~--4F'Ikl + • IMI -4F ' Ik l  ~+' 
i -  I i-O 
,~1) k__ 1 /k - ,  \ /k-I\ 
2 k -2  k k - I  
- -+ '  + -+ '  (k - I )  
=[M2k[ 2 " I - I lM2k- - (2 i )2" I . ]  [ 2 } [2 ).[M~_k2.lk[ 
i l l  
(:)'~, ~ /:,/ <) 
=lMkl ~ • l-I I g l - (2 i )  "Ikl\ +/ [g l -k2" Ik l  k 
i - I  
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Replacing i by i - 1, it becomes 
( )  (k t k ' ( -4  
iM2_ ik  I ~-+1 . I-J IM I - (  2 i -  l)2"Ikl "lM2-k2"Ikl \-y-/ 
i=2 
" ( '1  = [-[ Ig l -  (2 i -  1)2.1~1 -~-+ . 
i=1 
From cases (i) and (it), we see that the formula is also true when k is replaced by k + 1. By 
induction principle the lemma is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
Example 2 
The determinant of the Kirchhoff matrix M of GB(4, 3) is 
IMI = In  2 - I11 = In212"ln 2 -  22"121, 
where MI, M2 are shown in Example 1, I~ is the identity matrix of order 8, 12 is the identity matrix 
of order 4. 
Similarly, the determinant of the Kirchhoff matrix M of GB(4, 4) is 
I g l  = IM212"I M2 - 22"121 = I g  2 -  I313"1M~ - 32"131, 
where Mi = D i -  Ai, D~ and A; are of order 4-23 -i. 
Lemma 5 [16] 
Let C be an r x r regular circulant with the first row equal to [Co, cl, c2 . . . . .  c,_ t]. Let co l , . . . ,  co, 
be the r roots of unity. The characteristic roots of C are given by 2t, 22 . . . . .  At; where 
r-I 
2k= ~ c, o9~, k=l ,2  . . . . .  r. 
i=0 
Lemma 6 
Let X=(n  + I ) . I , -A , ,  where L is an r x r identity matrix and A, is the adjacency matrix of 
a cycle with order r, then the eigenvalues of X are 2k = n -- 1 + 4.sin2(kn/n), for all k ¢ Z,, where 
Z,= {0, 1,2 . . . . .  r - l} .  
Proof. The X is a regular circulant with the first row equal to [Co,C~,C2 . . . . .  c ,_d= 
[n + 1, - 1, 0 . . . . .  0, - 1]. Let co = exp(2ni/r), from Lemma 5 the eigenvalues of X are readily 
given by 
2k = (n + 1) - ~* - o~'- ~' 
= (n + l) -- ~k -- 09 -k 
k " k) 2 
=n- - l - -  co~--co-~ 
=n - 1 +4.sin2(kn/r), for all keZ, .  
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 7 
The characteristic polynomial PM(,~) of the Kirchhoff matrix M of GB(r, n) is 
( PM("~') = H ~. - -  2i  + 4 s in 2 i , 
i -O  k -OL  
fo rn>l  andr>2. 
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P roo f .  Let M '  = M - 2/, where I is an identity matr ix o f  order r-  2" - ~. Then, the characterist ic 
po lynomia l  o f  M is PM(2) = IM ' I .  Note  that M '  also satisfies Lemmas 1 and 2. Hence 
1~-I1M'. z- ~ - (2i - 1)2' I.  _ l[ + if n is even 
i=1 
IM ' l  = (n)n 
n- I  2 n--l+i 
I g~_~ I T • 1-] IMP2- ~ - (2i)2' I . -~ I \ 2 /, if n is odd, 
i=1 
where M '_  1 = (n + 1 -2 )1 . _  ~ -A . _  ~ is the (n - 1)th decomposi t ion o f  M ' .  and M;,_ i is an r x r 
c irculant matr ix with the first row equal to [n + 1 -2 .  -1 .0  . . . . .  0. -1 ] .  
The characterist ic po lynomia l  o f  M can be obta ined for the fol lowing two cases: 
( i )  I f  n is even.  
PM(2) = I~I IM;21- (2 i  - 1)2I._, I + 
i=1 
f i  n 2 . 
M p ~-+'  + = I . _ ,  + (2i - 1)I._, • IM ' . _ , - (2 i -1 ) I . _~ l  
i= l  i=1 
I~  n i n -2  . 
p T +~ = IM._ l+(2 i -1 ) I . _~ ~-  • IM ' . _ l - (2 i - l ) I . _~ . 
iffil i=1 
Replacing (n/2) - i by i in the first product ,  and replacing i by i + 1 in the second product ,  it 
becomes 
M'  M"  - _ . I--[ I . -~  (2 i -n  + 1) I . _~1 i - -  " I . - ,  (2 i+1) I .  ,l ~+' 
i=0 i=0 
Replacing (n/2) + i by i in the second product ,  we obtain 




="I : I  IM ;_ , - (2 i -n  + 1)I._l[ ' 
i=O 
= I- I  ] (n+l - -2 ) I . _ t - -A . _ , - - (2 i - -n+l ) I . _ l l  ~ 
iffi0 
= I-I [ 21._z - ((2n -- 2i)1._1 - A. _,)[ 
iffiO 
n - I t - l ( (  ~)) ( . -  1) 
=l - I  1-I 2 -2  n - i - l+2s in  2 i 
iffiO kffiO 
(3) 
Replacing n - i - 1 by i, it yields that 
PM(~,) = .~ 2i + 4 sin 2 t 
iffiO kffiO \ 
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(ii) if n is odd. 
n- '  ~ " - - '+ 
PM(;t) IM" , I -~-  ,2 = _ • [ M ,_ ,  - (2 i )21 ,_  I I \ 2 ] 
iffil 
' -2-+'  M '  - r -+ '  =lm. - i  " Im._ ,+(2 i ) I . _ l  • I . _1 - (201 ._ ,  
iffil iffi' 
= M'  - r - - ' / .  , . IM . - I I  " I . _ ,+(2 i ) I . _ ,1 \  1-I IM._,-(2i) I ._ , l  ~-+' 
iffil i='  
Replacing (n - 1)/2 - i by 
product, it becomes 
i in the first product, and replacing (n - 1)/2 + i by i in the second 
,("')"l ,/> n_,  ~- - I n - I  n - I  
T 1-I ' ' 1-I IM._ ,  • IM ._ I - (2 i  -n  + 1)I._ I • 
iffi, i=~_/+,  
, - I  i(.-, ) .-, 
f i  i = [M'_ , - (2 i -n  + 1) I . _ ,  " 1-I 
iffi0 i f f i~+l  
, -- l) 
IM ' . _ , - (2 i -n  + 1)1._,[ 
, - l) 
[M ' . _ , - (2 i -n+ l)l._l[ i 
I n -- 1 /= I--I In - - '  M'._,  - (2 i  -n  + 1)I._,l ' 
iffiO 
It is the same as equation (3) and we obtain 
> 




The number of  spanning trees of  the generalized Boolean n-cube network GB(r, n) is 
,-1 27t  i 
t(GB(r,n)) =r'2'(2"-~-1)-'+1" I-I i. /+ l -cos  
t-1 \ k - I  
Proof The Kirchhoff matrix tree theorem states that the number of  spanning trees of  GB(r, n) 
is equal to any cofactor of  M, where M is the Kirchhoff matrix. Thus 
t (GB(r, n )) = M0.0 = Mi, i . . . . .  M,. :,-~ _ 1.,. 2, -~ - i, 
where M~, ~ is the principal minor with order r .  2"- ' - 1 x r.  2"- 1 _ l, for i = 0, l . . . . .  r .  2"- ' - I. 
From the property of  the matrix, we have: 
The sum of  product of  any (r. 2"- 1 _ l) eigenvalues of  M 
= The sum of principal minor order (r. 2" - ' -  l) 
= Mo.0  + ML, +"  "" + M, .2 . - , _  , . , . : . - I _ ,  
= r" 2"- " t  (GB(r, n)). 
Thus 
1 
t(GB(r,n)) = ~ '  (the sum of  product of  any (r .2 " -1 -  1) eigenvalues) 
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From Lemma 7, we can readily see the characteristic equation of  GB(r, n)  HI(( 
PM(2)= I-I 2 -  2 i+4s in  2 =0.  
i=O k=O 
Hence the eigenvalues o f  GB(r, n) are 2i + 4 sin 2 (kn/r) with multiplicity (n 7 t ) for 0 ~< i ~< n - 1 and 
0 ~< k ~< r - 1. Since that M has only a zero eigenvalue for i = 0 and k = 0, we obtain 
l 
t (GB(r, n)) - r .  2 n ~  
1 
i=, (2i) i "h'/=0k=, 'Iv-[' 2i +4s in  2 
- - "  I-In--I (n--l). ni:i , (n- l ) .  ni.~iI t--,(17 ~) (n - - , ) .  r--l-i 1 k~ . 
r .2  " - '  2 / i / 2 i+4s in  2 i 4sin 2 
i=l i=' i=' k=l k=~ r 
Since it has been shown [17] that 
r--l 
I-I 4 sin 2 kn = r2 ' 
k=, r 
Hence 
for r = 2, 3 , . . . .  
t(GB(r, n)) = r .  2 (2"-'- n). i=l-II i " i=I~l= k=, 2i + 4 sin 2 
----r'2 '~2"-~-')-"+' • i" i + 2sin 2 
i=, \ k=! 
=r '2  '~2"-~-')-n+1 • i" i+  1 - -cos  . Q.E.D. 
i=l \ k=, 
For  r = 4, GB(4, n) is the Boolean (n + 1)-cube network. Thus we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 1 
The number of spanning trees of GB(4,  n)  is [7] ! 
.+ ,  (.+,) 
t(GB(4, n)) = 2 (2"+~-n-2). 1--[ i- / -. 
i=l 
Proof. For r = 4, by Theorem 1 we have 
= 2(2"+'-n-')" I-I (i(i + 1)2(i + 2)) / 
i=, 
Replacing i + 1 and i + 2 by i, respectively, it becomes 
i=, i=2 /=3 
. . . .  2(2.+1_n_,).2 2 i i "22(n-')" 1-1 i \ i - ' ] .n  2 i i-2 rl n-2 "(n + 1) 
i=3 /=3 i=3 
(n-,) (n- l ) (n- l )  
= 2("+' -n -2 )+~ -~'n(n+t) ' (n + 1)" nl:" I' i i +2 /_, + /-2 
/=3 
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n÷ n÷, ( ,+q  
i=3 
n+1 (n+l) 





The Kirchhoff matrix M(r, n) of the generalized Boolean n-cube network GB(r, n) is of order r "2 n-l. By 
iterative decomposition, it can be expressed by submatrices M._  l and I._ 1 which are both of order r. The 
determinant of M(r, n) is then expressed as a formula in terms of matrices M._ t and In_ ~. By means of the 
properties of regular circulant matrix, we obtain the eigenvalues of M(r, n) and finally derive a simple formula 
for the number of spanning trees of GB(r, n). 
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